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She's not your average crime fighter!Ivy Malone has a curiosity that sometimes gets her into trouble,

and it's only aggravated by her discovery that she can easily escape the public eye. So when

vandals romp through the local cemetery, she takes advantage of her newfound anonymity and its

unforeseen advantages as she launches her own unofficial investigation.Despite her oddball humor

and unconventional snooping, Ivy soon becomes discouraged by her failure to turn up any solid

clues. And after Ivy witnesses something ominous and unexplained, she can't resist putting her

investigative powers to work again. Even the authorities' attempts to keep Ivy out of danger and her

nosy neighbor's match-making schemes can't slow her down. But will the determination that fuels

this persistent, quirky sleuth threaten her very safety?"I laughed out loud. McCourtney's charming

mystery debuts a voice both enchanting and startling."-Colleen Coble, author of Without a

Trace"McCourtney's skill at blending whimsy, quirks, and questions into a lead character makes

Invisible a must read."-Lois Richer, author of Dangerous Sanctuary"Invisible is a treat! Ivy Malone is

a heroine with spunk and determination!"-Carol Cox, author of A Stitch in Time
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As a senior citizen most of the time society pays you little attention; to most elderly people this is

peaceful, but to some like Ivy Malone, it is a great advantage to get want she wants. In Ms.

Malone's case, it's useful for going unnoticed (hence the title "Invisible") during any of her

investigations. So when a local cemetery where her aunt and uncle are buried is found vandalized,

she plans to avenge her relatives and decides to spring into action. Thea, the next door neighbor

and best friend of Ivy Malone has just died. Before she went she rented part of her home to a young

lady by the name of Kendra Alexander. During this time Ivy feels as though everyone in the world is

passing by her, or as if she really has no importance in life. However, as soon as she learns of the

police deciding not to investigate a local cemetery being vandalized she feels a great breath of

inspiration and starts taking action by herself. Soon the investigation seems to get more and more

dangerous for Ivy Malone, as shortly after deciding to take the case young Kendra Alexander is

reported missing and eventually found murdered in a nearby river. Using her "invisible" status, Ivy

Malone does some great sleuthing until she eventually finds the vandals and they are apprehended

by the police. There are many things that make Invisible good book. One of them is the fact that

although it's a mystery, it uses a humorous tone all throughout. So not only are you pulled in by the

captivating tale of the mystery, but also by the comedy that will keep you even more entertained. In

addition to those reasons, the book also discusses deep topics on things such as religion and about

where you belong in society. I would recommend Invisible to anyone willing to have a good read.
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